





































?????Floyd broke the glass?with the hammer?.


















































??Agency A high in potency A low in potency
??Affectedness of O O totally affected O not affected
















































































?????Floyd broke the glass?with the hammer?.
??The hammer?easily?broke the glass.
??The glass?easily?broke.
????? Floyd the hammer the glass
S O
?? Floyd the hammer the glass
S O
??Floyd the hammer the glass
S
?Langacker,????, pp???????
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?????Floyd hit the glass?with the hammer?.
??The hammer hit the glass.
??Floyd hit the hammer against the glass.
?Langacker,????, pp????
????? Floyd the hammer the glass
S O
?? Floyd the hammer the glass
S O



























???????????a?? with the hammer????????????????????c?
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???? Floyd hit the hammer,?not the stick?.
?????????????????????????????????????????



















???? ??She beats her fist on the bed. ?Allen????, p????
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On the Correspondence Between Our Construal Patterns
and Their Expressions
Makoto SHIMAMURA
This study is based on the understanding that the patterns found in the way we
construe events and the expressions we use to express them are closely linked together. So
conceived, we attempted to clarify the patterns and their relationship with the choice of
grammatical relations like subject and object of the sentences we use to express our
construal process. Using as a clue what Hopper and Thompson?????? took to be
transitivity, we set about our study first by stipulating the prototype of transitive sentences,
and the schemata of their subject and object. We then took up some events whose
construal process could be illustrated by what is called the “billiard-ball model,” and
discussed the properties of the process of our construal of those events and their
relationship with the choice of subject and object of the sentences used to express them.
We paid special attention to the fact that the native speakers of Japanese find it hard to
imagine how some of English verbs have two different ways of taking objects, and one of
them comes as a complete surprise to them. We lastly attempted to find why they feel that
way.
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